Move 0 ohm from 1&2 to 2&3 and remove resistor going to XTAL pin to use SMA CLK input.
SIPI Interface

DEFAULT = OPEN JUMPERS FOR MASTER NODE

DEFAULT = NO JUMPER ADD JUMPER FOR 12V TO LIN

DEFAULT = JUMP 2 & 3 FOR LIN MOVE JUMPER TO 1 & 2

NOTE: UART0 IS 3.3V LOGIC

NOTE: UART1 IS 1.8V LOGIC

LIN Interface

LIN Interface A

LIN Interface B

DEFAULT = OPEN JUMPERS FOR MASTER NODE

DEFAULT = NO JUMPER ADD JUMPER FOR 12V TO LIN

DEFAULT = JUMP 2 & 3 FOR LIN MOVE JUMPER TO 1 & 2

NOTE: UART0 IS 3.3V LOGIC

NOTE: UART1 IS 1.8V LOGIC
S32v234 SOCKET